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MINUTES OF A REGULAR MEETING 1 
OF THE PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION 2 

OF THE TOWN OF BERNALILLO 3 
HELD AT THE TOWN 4 

January 4, 2022 5 
 6 
The Planning & Zoning Commission of the Town of Bernalillo met in person and virtually via WebEx 7 
in a regular session within the laws and rules of the Town on January 4, 2022 at 6:31 pm. 8 
 9 
ITEM 1: CALL TO ORDER 10 
Chairperson Duran called the meeting to order at 6:31 PM.  11 
 12 
ITEM 2: PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 13 
Chairperson Duran led those attending in the Pledge of Allegiance.  14 
 15 
ITEM 3: ROLL CALL 16 
Upon Roll Call the following members were found present:  17 
 18 
PRESENT:                ALSO PRESENT (in person): 19 
Chairperson Juanita M. Duran                                   Dan Aguirre 20 
Commissioner Joseph Moreno   Ben Aragon 21 
Commissioner Joseph Quintana   Al Carroll 22 
Commissioner Dominick Lepore   Carol Brewer 23 
Commissioner Antonette Eichwald (Via WebEx) Rick Bennett 24 
Commissioner Raul Montaño  Jeffrey Harrison 25 
  Brent Lesley 26 
ABSENT: none     Eddie Quispe 27 
       (illegible) Sazo 28 
        Stephanie Shumsky, Planning & Zoning Director  29 
ALSO PRESENT (Via WebEx):    Yvonne Villescas, Planning & Zoning Admin Asst. 30 
Stephen Dunbar      31 
Joel (No Last Name)            32 
Rigoberto & Rebecca Garcia        33 
Stephen Dunbar 34 
Pat Marasso                                                                  35 
              36 
A quorum was present 37 
 38 
ITEM 4: ELECTION OF THE CHAIR AND VICE-CHAIR 39 
Chairperson Duran said the first item on the agenda is the election of the Chair and Vice-Chair for the 40 
2022 term. 41 
 42 
Commissioner Quintana motioned to nominate Juanita Duran for the position of Chairperson 43 
 44 
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Montaño and it carried unanimously. 45 
 46 
Roll Call Vote:  47 
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Chairperson Duran - yes 48 
Commissioner Moreno - yes 49 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 50 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 51 
Commissioner Eichwald – (inaudible due to WebEx difficulties) 52 
Commissioner Montaño - yes 53 
 54 
Motion Carried – Item Approved 55 
 56 
Chairperson Duran said she will take nominations for the position of Vice Chair. 57 
 58 
Commissioner Quintana motioned to nominate Commissioner Lepore for the position of Vice Chair. 59 
 60 
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Moreno and it carried unanimously. 61 
 62 
Roll Call Vote:  63 
Chairperson Duran - yes 64 
Commissioner Moreno - yes 65 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 66 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 67 
Commissioner Eichwald - (inaudible due to WebEx difficulties) 68 
Commissioner Montaño - yes 69 
 70 
Motion Carried – Item Approved 71 
 72 
ITEM 4a: APPROVAL OF AGENDA 73 
Commissioner Lepore motioned to approve the agenda as presented.  74 
 75 
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Montaño and it carried unanimously.  76 
 77 
Roll Call Vote:  78 
Chairperson Duran - yes 79 
Commissioner Moreno - yes 80 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 81 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 82 
Commissioner Eichwald - (inaudible due to WebEx difficulties) 83 
Commissioner Montaño - yes 84 
 85 
Motion Carried – Item Approved 86 
 87 
ITEM 5: APPROVAL OF MINUTES 88 
Chairperson Duran said she had the following corrections to the minutes: 89 
Line 35: Correction – should be Montaño 90 
Line 52: Correction – motion made by Montaño 91 
Line 154: Change “in regards” to “difficult” 92 
Line 155: After “responders” add “who” 93 
Line 160: Delete “do”, “is”, and “to” 94 
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Line 187: Delete “it” and add “what is”; change “allow” to “allowed”; insert “is” before “for” 95 
Line 274: Change “the” to “there” 96 
Line 275: Add “of” after “removing” 97 
Line 282: After “couldn’t” insert “do” 98 
 99 
Commissioner Montaño motioned to approve the minutes of December 7, 2021 with the stated 100 
corrections. 101 
 102 
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Quintana and it carried unanimously. 103 
 104 
Roll Call Vote:  105 
Chairperson Duran - yes 106 
Commissioner Moreno - yes 107 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 108 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 109 
Commissioner Eichwald - yes 110 
Commissioner Montaño - yes 111 
 112 
Motion Carried – Item Approved 113 
 114 
ITEM 5a: SWEARING IN OF WITNESSESS 115 
All WebEx and in person witnesses were sworn in individually on each item by Chairperson Duran.  116 
 117 
ITEM 6: PUBLIC HEARINGS & ACTION ITEMS 118 
ITEM 6A - VAR22-001: Pastor Al Carroll requests a Variance from the Mainstreet Overlay 119 
Zone to allow an electronic (Digital) sign with reader board at 800 Camino Del Pueblo, 120 
Zoned C-1, Legal Description: MGCD Map 10, Tract 46B. 121 
 122 
Pastor Carroll said they would like to submit a variance in order to put the sign up. Because 123 
they are in the Old Town plot and there are limitations on the sign that keep us from doing 124 
that. We filled out and submitted to the committee, the different things, as far as the variance. 125 
This was done after we were here, prior to that plot being laid out. We are always trying to 126 
help the community and it would be better if we could communicate that to the community 127 
as people come up and down the street. It is not in the document we submitted, but we could 128 
communicate emergency type messages on the board if the City Hall would ask us to do that. 129 
Our boundaries were there before the rules were put out. The sign wouldn’t be a distraction 130 
to the drivers. We would follow the example of City Hall; dark background with lettering 131 
that was very readable. It would be aesthetically pleasing. We put together a sign where the 132 
structure itself would accent our culture in this region, and also Main Street. It would be in 133 
Southwest standard. The height would be thirteen feet because of vandalism. We want the 134 
board to be where people can’t get to it. The actual reader board would be three feet by six 135 
feet. 136 
 137 
Pastor Carroll also said they would use it to benefit the community which is the primary 138 
purpose and to let the community know that we are there to help and to do things like 139 
announce our food bank and different meetings. We had a tent revival this past year and had 140 
over 600 people at that event. It is a big venue. We would like to grow and do more for the 141 
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public. 142 
 143 
Chairperson Duran asked if there were any questions from the Commissioners. 144 
 145 
Commissioner Moreno asked, currently how do you get information out to your parishioners 146 
or to the community? How do you let people know about your drives and other things? 147 
 148 
Pastor Carroll said, the people who are attached to us and the food bank people communicate 149 
through word of mouth. We do have a Facebook website and things like that. We were 150 
hoping that we would reach the community as they drove up and down the road. 151 
 152 
Commissioner Quintana asked what is your construction time line? 153 
 154 
Pastor Carroll said, I’m not sure how long? I haven’t reached out to a contractor until I had 155 
approval from the City. 156 
 157 
Commissioner Quintana asked do you anticipate any interruption to the traffic on Camino 158 
Del Pueblo during construction? 159 
 160 
Pastor Carroll said, it will be within their property. 161 
 162 
Chairperson Duran asked if there were any other questions? Hearing no further questions 163 
from the Commission, is there any public comment on this item? Hearing no public 164 
comment, do I have a motion? 165 
 166 
Commissioner Quintana motioned that VAR 22-001 request by The First Baptist Church for 167 
the variance from the Main Street Overlay Zone, at 800 Camino Del Pueblo, be approved. 168 
Under the following conditions: 169 
Condition: 170 
1. That a sign permit in compliance with the off- premise regulation in the C-1 zone are 171 
required. 172 
 173 
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Montaño and it carried unanimously. 174 
 175 
Roll Call Vote:  176 
Chairperson Duran - yes 177 
Commissioner Moreno - no 178 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 179 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 180 
Commissioner Eichwald - no 181 
Commissioner Montaño - yes 182 
 183 
Motion Carried – Item Approved 184 
 185 
Chairperson Duran said there is a concern that this is in the Main Street Overlay and the 186 
Town does have a board up that gives public information. We anticipate that your sign will 187 
do the same thing; to provide the community with items that they need. For example, when 188 
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you have a food drive or something that would benefit all the community. 189 
 190 
Pastor Carroll asked if they could use it for encouragement as well? 191 
 192 
Chairperson Duran said yes, but also use it for the public because it is in the Main Street 193 
Overlay. 194 
 195 
Pastor Carroll said this will be for public awareness. 196 
 197 
Chairperson Duran said you are approved. 198 
 199 
ITEM 6B - SP22-001: Wilson & Company, agents for DR Horton, requests approval of a 200 
Sketch Plat for an Amended Development Plan at Corazon Del Bosque Subdivision, 67+/- 201 
acres, located at the south end of Sheriff’s Posse Road, Zoned R-R and R-1. 202 
 203 
Ben Aragon and Dan Aguirre, agents for Wilson & Company were present. 204 
 205 
Mr. Aguirre said that he is representing DR Horton. They are purchasing this property. The 206 
property was platted back in 2008 and has sat in that form ever since. The project was 207 
stopped at one point. It had plans already approved. With the new purchase, we want to 208 
replat to the current zoning of the properties and it will add approximately 74 lots to the plat. 209 
And at the same time, we want to address the drainage. The previous drainage had the water 210 
staying where it fell and you had the low areas around the lots. We want to put more of a 211 
traditional drainage, where the lots would drain to a system in the road ways. The old 212 
platting had the larger lots so that you could have the drainage surrounding the house. There 213 
have been some issues with the lots in the subdivision to the north of that. We would do this 214 
one differently and also remove the Flood Plain from the site. We are working towards 215 
acting on the replat. 216 
 217 
Mr. Aguirre also said the roadways will remain private, so they will not be right of ways. 218 
They will be access and public utility easements. The town will have access into the 219 
subdivision to maintain the utilities and to access a pump station at the far south corner of the 220 
site. 221 
 222 
Mr. Aragon said, right now, we are going through the sketch plat process. 223 
 224 
Mr. Aguirre said, to summarize what we are doing is taking the existing plat and re-platting 225 
to the current zoning and in doing so, it adds about 74 lots in the current zoning, the old plat 226 
had 105 lots and now there will be 179 lots. We are able to do that by changing the drainage 227 
and making this a more traditional drainage, which is a benefit. With the drainage concept, 228 
which has been built on the lots to the north, there have been some issues with that because 229 
the water sits around the houses and it basically is a moat. This will go back to the traditional 230 
drainage and put a system in, add ponds for that system, then discharge those ponds to the 231 
Venada Arroyo. The roadways are not changing, they are the same layout as on the 232 
previously approved plat. Other than what we have done after meeting with Stephanie, we 233 
have gone back and made the roadway widths match the standards for the town. We did that 234 
because of the additional lots. And talking with Stephanie we agreed that was the right thing 235 
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to do, is to widen the roads. Previously they were narrower, because they were private 236 
streets. They will remain private, but we did widen them or we are working on that in the 237 
final design. 238 
 239 
Chairperson Duran asked, widen them to what? 240 
 241 
Mr. Aguirre said, to the current standards which is about 29 feet from back of curb to back of 242 
curb for the local streets. It is within six inches. It measures to the face of curb the way it is 243 
written. We will be doing that in this redesign because of the additional lots. The roads will 244 
remain private but the utilities and drainage will be public. They would be publicly 245 
maintained. The road ways would be an access and utility easement. 246 
 247 
Chairperson Duran said, we will open it up to questions from the Commissioners. 248 
 249 
Commissioner Moreno asked, is there one entrance coming in and out, and that is coming off 250 
of the Sheriff’s Posse and Venada Plaza in the cul-de-sac area? 251 
 252 
Mr. Aguirre said, there is one entrance to this site. It is off of Sheriff’s Posse Road and 253 
Venada Plaza. We have done a couple of things in the design for that. It was actually in the 254 
previous design as well. The connection will be a round-a-bout, so Sheriff’s Posse and 255 
Venada Plaza and the main entrance would be tied together and make it a better access point. 256 
We also have widened the main road so if you had to block off the road, it is wide enough 257 
you could use half of it. It would be ingress and egress out on one half. Another thing that is 258 
on there, is on Calle de Cielo, which is the cul-de-sac and it actually ties in and there will be 259 
an emergency gate with access. If there is a reason you couldn’t get in or if it was blocked 260 
off by an emergency vehicle, you would have that gate accessible. We tried to add some 261 
additional access points. There are two connections now; there is one connection of to the 262 
north for the future when the property develops. There can be a gated connection that ties out 263 
to this right of way. After meeting with Ms. Shumsky, we also are going to add an easement 264 
off of the cul-de-sac. That one will extend to the north property line. So, in the future, we can 265 
tie into that and give both properties tow connections. 266 
 267 
Commissioner Moreno asked if they discussed drainage concept. Can you describe it a little 268 
bit better? 269 
 270 
Mr. Aguirre said, now we are going to a more traditional drainage where the lots drain to the 271 
roads and the roads will have a storm drain that picks it up. There are ponds that capture it. 272 
We worked with SCAFCA to allow us to then discharge the ponds to the Venada Arroyo. 273 
We will have a discharge point. The way it was before, the lots were lower than the roads 274 
and everything stayed on the lots. And that is the way we had done the subdivision to the 275 
north. We felt more comfortable modifying this to a more traditional drainage. 276 
 277 
Chairperson Duran asked if are there any more questions from the Commission? 278 
 279 
Commissioner Quintana said, one of my concerns about subdivision platting is road width. 280 
You are assuring me that the right of way, as I look at it, for most of the smaller streets is 42 281 
feet. Is that correct: 282 
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 283 
Mr. Aguirre said, yes, that is correct. It is an easement. It is 42 feet shown for the roadway 284 
access and utility easement. 285 
 286 
Commissioner Quintana asked how wide is the pavement? 287 
 288 
Mr. Aguirre said, the total easement is 62 feet because we also have a 10-foot pedestrian and 289 
public utility easement on the outside of the access easement. We will put the standard 290 
roadway per the Town standard drawings.  291 
 292 
Commissioner Quintana said, that is 50 feet. 293 
 294 
Mr. Aguirre said, the right of way is 50 feet, the roadway is 29 feet, face to face of the curbs. 295 
The sidewalks will 2 feet; it will go into the pedestrian and utility easement and it will 296 
overlap the two easements. 297 
 298 
Commissioner Quintana said, my concern is black top. How wide is the street that I can drive 299 
on? 300 
 301 
Mr. Aguirre said, it will be 29 feet. 302 
 303 
Chairperson Duran asked if there are any other questions from the Commission? 304 
 305 
Commissioner Lepore asked what is the approximate radius of the cul-de-sacs? Curb to 306 
curb? 307 
 308 
Mr. Aguirre said, typically it is a 45-foot radius. 309 
 310 
Commissioner Lepore said, you mentioned more ponds and properties with high and low 311 
catch basin water ponds. Do you have a topo map that indicates where the property is? 312 
Where the ponds are? 313 
 314 
Mr. Aguirre said, I do have the ponds where they are shown. 315 
 316 
Commissioner Lepore asked how are we going to determine where the pond is and the 317 
property so we don’t have low lots? Can you indicate the height of the properties on the topo 318 
map? 319 
 320 
Mr. Aguirre said, the ponds are going to be designated ponds. They are shown separately as 321 
designated ponding area, and they are not lots any more. This now will drain traditionally. 322 
The lots are traditional lots. They are raised above the road and will drain to the road and 323 
now it goes to the pond. We designated on the plat where the ponds are at. 324 
 325 
Commissioner Lepore asked if they have shown an elevation on that site? 326 
 327 
Mr. Aguirre said yes. 328 
 329 
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Chairperson Duran asked if there are there any other questions from the Commission. 330 
 331 
Commissioner Quintana asked, we understand that with the original plan, are the right of 332 
ways the same in the original plan as they are on the sketch plat. 333 
 334 
Mr. Aguirre said, yes. 335 
 336 
Commissioner Quintana asked, am I correct in saying, in deducing that you are asking for a 337 
69 percent increase in the number of lots on this piece of property? 338 
 339 
Mr. Aguirre said it is, from 105 lots to 179 lots. Yes. 340 
 341 
Commissioner Quintana asked, I’m not good at math, but I think that is a 69 percent 342 
increase. My concern also is the additional traffic burden that would be placed on our roads. 343 
We already, by all accounts, are considered over-burdened. Do you have a good game plan 344 
for that? What is your proposal to mitigate that? More access points? 345 
 346 
Mr. Aguirre said, by making the connection to Venada Plaza a more accessible connection, 347 
then we believe more people will be going out that way than using Sheriff’s Posse Road. We 348 
will make that connection and make that a round-a-bout and make it a more safe connection. 349 
Connecting Sheriff’s Posse Road to Los Ramblas to Venada Plaza. 350 
 351 
Chairperson Duran asked if there any other questions from the Commission? 352 
 353 
Commissioner Eichwald asked, how do you guarantee that the majority of the traffic will go 354 
out through Venada Plaza and not access through Sheriff’s Posse Road and head to 550. 355 
 356 
Mr. Aguirre said, I can’t guarantee how people will react but we can do is to make it an 357 
easier route and people will tend to take the easiest route. The projections say that 60 percent  358 
or so of the traffic will access out that way. 359 
 360 
Chairperson Duran asked are there any other questions from the Commission? 361 
 362 
Commissioner Quintana said, I don’t know how the other Commissioners feel, but I’m  not 363 
crazy about 29 foot roads. 364 
 365 
Mr. Aguirre said, that is the Town standard. It is actually wider that what we had from the 366 
previously approved plans. I widened them from 26 feet to 29 feet. The roadway width meets 367 
the Town standards design. 368 
 369 
Commissioner Quintana said, I have lived in a subdivision where the roads were 20 feet wide 370 
and it was a living nightmare. So, I am very sensitive to this. 371 
 372 
Commissioner Lepore asked, have you done a traffic study on this situation? 373 
 374 
Mr. Aguirre said, we just completed a trip generation memo and that will be part of our 375 
packets when we come back with a preliminary plat. 376 
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 377 
Chairperson Duran asked if are there any other questions from the Commission? 378 
 379 
Commissioner Eichwald said, my concern is the high level of traffic already on Sheriff’s 380 
Posse Road and Venada Plaza and adding additional lots to this property is only going to 381 
increase traffic levels in this area. I am very concerned about that. 382 
 383 
Chairperson Duran said, hearing no further questions from the Commission, do I have any 384 
public comment on this item? 385 
 386 
Ms. Morasso (via WebEx) said, I agree with the last Commissioner that there is a concern 387 
about the additional traffic on Sheriff’s Posse Road. The gentleman’s comment about “We 388 
hope everybody will go with the flow” and go out Venada Plaza. It is simply a directional 389 
thing. If you want to go to 528, you go that way, If you want to go to 550, you go to Sheriff’s 390 
Posse and you go that way. That just depends on how many people want to go which way. 391 
And those additional homes are just going to be more traffic. I would also like to ask a 392 
question about the sewage. Are they putting in a new lift station in that area? 393 
 394 
Mr. Aguirre said, no, there is an existing lift station in that location. 395 
 396 
Ms. Morasso asked, on that property? 397 
 398 
Mr. Aguirre said, yes, there is a City easement and there is a lift station on the property. 399 
 400 
Ms. Morasso asked, is that the one that comes up to the one on Sheriff’s Posse between 401 
Bosque Encantado and Avenida C’ De Baca? 402 
 403 
Mr. Aguirre said, no. There are two lift stations. Ultimately, they pump across the river. It 404 
goes the other way. 405 
 406 
Chairperson Duran asked if there were any other comments? Are there any other questions 407 
from the Commission? 408 
 409 
Commissioner Eichwald said, that I will be abstaining from the voting on this item. 410 
 411 
Chairperson Duran said, let the records show that Commissioner Eichwald is abstaining from 412 
the vote. 413 
 414 
Commissioner Quintana asked, may I have Mr. Aguirre come up here and show me on the 415 
plat how this road situation is going to work. For instance, from the center line, it is 21 feet 416 
and 21 feet. Show me how that is going to get cut down to be 29 feet of black top. 417 
 418 
Mr. Aguirre said, there are different roads, but on the 42-foot section, we are going to put in 419 
the 25 feet of black top plus the 2 foot curbs, which meets the current Town standards. Then 420 
we have a buffer of 4 ½ foot to a sidewalk. We are putting the sidewalk into the utility 421 
easement. 422 
 423 
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Commissioner Quintana asked if they were going to have roll curbs? 424 
 425 
Mr. Aguirre said, these will be standard 6-inch curb. This is the pavement width you have in 426 
that 42 foot right of way. But you have a 10 foot on either side as well.  We have the black 427 
top portion of it is 25 feet width plus you have the 2-foot curb to curb. 428 
 429 
Commissioner Quintana asked, what about where you have 20 foot? 430 
 431 
Mr. Aguirre said, this is in the wider section up here where we made it wide enough so if you 432 
had to block off one half, you could use both halves. We made these roads a little bit wider, 433 
so if you had to block off half of the road, you could get two cars past through here. 434 
 435 
Chairperson Duran asked was that included in the packet? 436 
 437 
Mr. Aguirre said, this was not. 438 
 439 
Ms. Shumsky said, we just received that yesterday. 440 
 441 
Chairperson Duran said, for clarification for staff, the requirement by the Town is 29 feet. 442 
 443 
Ms. Shumsky said, that depends on the type of road. We have the standards in our 444 
Subdivision Design Standards. Which you all should have a copy of. I am following along 445 
with what Mr. Aguirre is saying. We have a couple of typical cross-sections for residential 446 
streets. I have to look at what they are proposing there to know exactly which of these typical 447 
cross-sections they are proposing. Since I just got that, I haven’t had a chance to look at 448 
thoroughly. There is a 29-foot paving width, there is less than 29 feet, which I’m not sure if it 449 
26 or 25 feet, there is a 35 or 32-foot paving width, so it just depends on exactly if it is a 450 
collector or residential. One of the criteria, one of the recommended conditions of approval is 451 
that they were to provide that for the preliminary plat phase of their proposal. I got that 452 
yesterday in addition with other documentation they are required to have or that we already 453 
requested of them. 454 
 455 
Chairperson Duran said, I am a little concerned because you don’t have all the information 456 
here. You just got it. I really feel uncomfortable without us having the opportunity to review 457 
what material was just presented to you as well as staff haven’t had the ability to look at it. 458 
You have had it less than 24 hours. 459 
 460 
Ms. Shumsky said, the key point is, they have to comply with the Town standards, no matter 461 
what or they have to request a variance. They haven’t requested a variance, and they are 462 
building residential streets, so what they are presenting tonight, if it doesn’t meet our 463 
standards, that is not they would be able to do without getting a variance. So, you can look at 464 
it, in terms of are they are going to comply with the rules; are you okay with that, or not okay 465 
with that, because they have presented nothing contrary. At this point, unless they request a 466 
variance. 467 
 468 
Chairperson Duran said, I am concerned with getting information afterwards. 469 
 470 
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Ms. Shumsky said, technically, tonight, you couldn’t say that a lesser standard is acceptable, 471 
because you can only do that through a variance process. 472 
 473 
Mr. Aguirre said, it is just a replat. 474 
 475 
Chairperson Duran asked if there any other questions from the Commission? Any other 476 
public comment? At this time, I will ask for a motion on this item. Make sure the record 477 
states that Ms. Eichwald will be abstaining from voting. 478 
 479 
Mr. Moreno asked, have you spoken to any of the HOA’s or the neighborhood groups in that 480 
area, especially along Sheriff’s Posse Road. For the last two or three years, there is a housing 481 
development on the north side of you, particularly in the 550 area. We’ve gone through a lot 482 
of discussion with the community, particularly along Sheriff’s Posse Road. And we’ve heard 483 
it all, traffic, congestion, you name it, and we’ve taken a pretty significant beating as a body 484 
for that. There is a hesitancy on my part to move forward with increasing the amount of 485 
houses that would go into that space. Not because there is going to be more development 486 
around that, but because there is already congestion there. One of my reasons is, if you 487 
remember, 550 was a mess for two years, and then there was a barrier put up on Venada 488 
Plaza. That caused people to start going through Walmart parking lot. And so, it’s all of these 489 
kinds of thoughts going through my mind as I continue to analyze this. This is in a high-490 
density housing situation where you have homes going upward, but it is outward for me and I 491 
have a hard time with that. Have you had an opportunity to speak with any residents or 492 
HOA’s in that area? 493 
 494 
Mr. Aguirre said, not recently. No. 495 
 496 
Commissioner Quintana asked, Stephanie, is it true that the 106 lot subdivision is approved 497 
and they could break ground tomorrow if so desired? 498 
 499 
Ms. Shumsky said, yes. 500 
 501 
Commissioner Quintana said, basically, the area will be developed then. The question here 502 
is, whether it’s going to be developed with 179 lots or 106 lots, or something in between? 503 
Correct? 504 
 505 
Mr. Aguirre said, yes sir. 506 
 507 
Commissioner Quintana asked, I have a question concerning public versus private roads. Are 508 
there different standards for private roads than there is for public roads? 509 
 510 
Ms. Shumsky said, no sir. 511 
 512 
Chairperson Duran asked is there any other questions from the Commission? 513 
 514 
Chairperson Duran asked how much will these houses run for? What is the average if this 515 
approved for 179 homes? What would be the average price? 516 
 517 
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Mr. Aguirre said, I couldn’t answer that question. I don’t know if you guys are prepared to 518 
answer that question? 519 
 520 
Commissioner Eichwald asked could you repeat what he just said? He broke up on this end. 521 
 522 
Chairperson Duran again asked, my question was, what would the cost of the houses in that 523 
particular area go for? There is a gentleman coming forward to speak to that.  524 
 525 
Chairperson Duran asked how much will a house in that area cost? What’s the variance? 526 
 527 
Bret Lesley (DR Horton Home Builders) said, as you see in your packets, there are the two 528 
zoning types, R-1 and R-R, so different lot sizes. With those lot sizes, we will have two 529 
different product types. For the smaller lots, those that fall within the R-1 area, our home 530 
price will be in the $300,00 and up from there. For the larger lot, which has more of an estate 531 
quality, which is more akin to the development to the north, I’m sure the prices start at the 532 
low $400,00 will go from there. In positioning this project, literally and figuratively, we are 533 
mindful of the community to the north, and also the one that is to the south. The age 534 
restrictive community that Centex and then Pulte later developed, which are much smaller 535 
lots, much more dense community. Obviously to the north you have bigger lots and a less 536 
dense community. Overall, with the two zoning types, we achieve a density of 2.7 units to 537 
the acre which is considerably less than what we typically target for a new project. In this 538 
case, we love the real estate, we love the location, we are pleased to be situated within the 539 
Town of Bernalillo. It’s just fabulous in so many ways; that our desire is to hold on to the 540 
flavor we see more to the north than to the south. Early on, meeting with Stephanie, and 541 
talking through the ins and outs of this project, the question we contemplated was, did it 542 
make sense to approach the Commission with the re-zoning effort to try to get more units in 543 
this site. Which again would be more akin to what we typically do. Our conclusion was very 544 
quick, that no, we will stick with to what the zoning calls for, and what the zoning allows, 545 
the R-1 and the R-R, and not try and achieve higher density than that. I’m giving you a very 546 
long winded answer, Madam Chair, to your question, in terms of pricing. Just to re-cap, I 547 
would say mid $300,000 for the R-1 zoning and $400,000 and going up from there for the 548 
bigger lots, again to have that estate quality to them.  549 
 550 
Commissioner Lepore asked what is the average square footage per unit? 551 
 552 
Mr. Lesley said, the average square footage for the R-1 will be 2400 to 2500 square feet, 553 
heated space. We may, given that lot size, offer up a third car garage. Many times, we see 554 
that our consumers will be drawn to that sort of feature, that sort of amenity in their home 555 
selection. In terms of heated square footage, it would be the 2400 to 2500. For the larger lots, 556 
starting around 2700, average would be 2800 to 2900. Getting into the low 3000’s. We are 557 
still working on a product design for that larger lot area. But there will be a larger house, 558 
taking advantage of the larger real estate that goes with that portion of the project. 559 
 560 
Chairperson Duran asked if there were any other questions from the Commission? There is a 561 
request for a motion on the table. Do I have a motion? 562 
 563 
Mr. Lesley said, I appreciate the dilemma that we present. Certainly, the traffic, as the 564 
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Commission has hit upon. I think for us, we appreciate the opportunity, appreciate that the 565 
site has a zoning designation that allows us to pursue a higher lot count than the original 566 
platting. Obviously, that is why we are in front of you this evening; to get your thoughts and 567 
approval on a sketch plat action that takes us to a pre-plat. Did you see in your packets, that 568 
there would be conditions that we would have to meet with your approval this evening? We 569 
would accomplish all those, we would meet each of those conditions so we could advance 570 
this project. We want to be a good citizen, we want to be a good neighbor. We live in, not in 571 
the Town of Bernalillo personally, but in the larger area. It’s important to us to be good 572 
citizens, to stand up and build a quality house for folks that want to enjoy the great life style 573 
that your Town offers.  574 
 575 
Commissioner Quintana asked how did you arrive at the 179 lot number? Did you sit around 576 
and say how many lots can I cram into this thing, or is this the upper limit of what the zoning 577 
allows? 578 
 579 
Mr. Lesley said, I would say it is a combination.  We start with, where can we max this thing 580 
out, then we started backing off that. As Mr. Aguirre spoke to, the drainage considerations 581 
figure large in this project. We need to have a large enough lot to make sure that we are 582 
getting drainage off of this site. Also, as he spoke to, one of our most important objectives 583 
with this project, is to get it up and out of the Flood Plain. There is a way we can engineer 584 
and do exactly that. Commissioner Quintana, we backed off what we believe the maximum 585 
lot count could be. 586 
 587 
Commissioner Moreno asked, hypothetically, if we asked you, as a body, to come down in 588 
that number, is that where you would come down to the 179, or is there a further number you 589 
could settle on? 590 
 591 
Mr. Lesley said, I’m not sure. we would have to look at our land plan on that. Initially we 592 
had these laid out at 197 lots, so we backed off 20 units or so, to wind up where we are right 593 
now. Commissioner Moreno, we don’t want to say no to your request. Certainly, we want to 594 
consider any advice and counsel that the Commission offers up to us. We just don’t want to 595 
give you a pat answer right off without working on a layout. Obviously, economics at some 596 
point, come in to the discussion. 597 
 598 
Chairperson Duran said, that one of the things that is a goal for this commission, is to 599 
provide affordable housing for the community. And as we all know, there is not very much 600 
housing available at this particular point and time. The staff has worked really hard… 601 
 602 
Commissioner Eichwald said, you are breaking up. 603 
 604 
Chairperson Duran again said, basically, what I am saying is, one of our goals is to find 605 
affordable housing for our entire Town, for the Town of Bernalillo. Will this be meeting that 606 
goal or not? This is a question posed, and not a question to anybody, in particular. There are 607 
a lot of conditions that the staff has recommended. So again, at this time, I will ask for a 608 
motion. 609 
 610 
Commissioner Moreno said, I do have a motion. Just in the interest of us continuing this 611 
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discussion a little bit more. I know you are chomping at the bit to get that developed. I would 612 
move that we defer this request to next month’s meeting, in February. Which would give the 613 
staff a little bit more time to see if there is any room with the companies to come down in 614 
that number a little bit to ensure that the roads are a little bit wider and that we also bring that 615 
number down beyond the 179. I would like to see a little bit more or a little bit less homes is 616 
that area, if at all possible. That is my motion, to be deferred to next month. 617 
 618 
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Lepore, and it carried unanimously 619 
 620 
Roll Call Vote:  621 
Chairperson Duran - yes 622 
Commissioner Moreno - yes 623 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 624 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 625 
Commissioner Eichwald - abstained 626 
Commissioner Montaño - yes 627 
 628 
Motion Carried – Item Deferred to February 629 
 630 
Ms. Shumsky said, that the item passes and we’ll have this on the agenda for February. 631 
Specifically, with more information about density options and roadway specifics. 632 
 633 
Commissioner Moreno said, I can’t speak for the rest of the commissioners but this is 634 
something that, looking out 40 or 50 years from now, I’m going to see that development and 635 
I am going to be here and my family will be here. And so, we want to do the right thing to 636 
ensure it doesn’t turn into something that we can’t live with, because our families will still 637 
remain here for hundreds or more years. 638 
 639 
Mr. Lesley said, absolutely, I can appreciate your concern. We want to be respectful and a 640 
good citizen and we appreciate the comments. 641 
 642 
Commissioner Quintana asked, I didn’t write your name down. 643 
 644 
Mr. Lesley said, Bret Lesley, Land Manager for DR Horton. 645 
 646 
ITEM 6C - VAR20-010: Reconsideration of fence height variance of 2 feet at 543 Avenida 647 
Encantada, Legal description: Casa Encantada Subdivision, Block 1, Lot 21. (Remanded 648 
from District Court to Town Council and remanded from Town Council to Planning & 649 
Zoning Commission) (Deferred from 12/7/21) 650 
 651 
Rigaberto and Rebecca Garcia, property owners, were present (via WebEx). 652 
 653 
Ms. Garcia said that we don’t have anything new to present. We are just asking that the 654 
Town approve our application for variance, and honor what the Judge from the District Court 655 
said, for the Town to do, to give us an actual legal reason for not approving the variance. If 656 
any of you had read what the Judge said. He said, that the Town had acted capriciously and 657 
hadn’t followed the law in not presenting an actual, verifiable reason to deny the variance. 658 
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We are just asking that the variance be approved. We just stand by our original decision. 659 
 660 
Chairperson Duran asked if there were any questions from the Commission? 661 
 662 
Chairperson Duran said, Mr. and Mrs. Garcia, you want a reconsideration of the height 663 
variance from 2 feet, at your address. What would be the building material you would be 664 
using? 665 
 666 
Mrs. Garcia said the fence is already installed. We installed the fence, not knowing that we 667 
needed a building permit. We did not realize we needed a building permit. We just moved 668 
here; where we lived previously, we didn’t need a building permit for a fence. It didn’t occur 669 
to us to get a permit. We were then ticketed by the Town inspector. We stopped; we have 670 
done nothing more. The fence which has been installed for a year and a half. This happened 671 
in August of 2020. And they told us we needed to apply for a variance since it was already 672 
installed, and if the variance was approved, we would get the permit. So, this variance has 673 
been in the works now for a year and a half. It is a wood fence, it is 6 foot tall. It is across the 674 
front line of the property, but only a portion. The house is completely open to the street. The 675 
issue was raised previously about safety, as in ambulance, police or fire access. The house is 676 
completely open to the street. Any emergency conveyance could drive right up to our front 677 
door. The driveway is open, the house is open. We only put a fence across 35 feet, just in 678 
front of the yard that is beside the house. It doesn’t pose any safety issues, so yes, we are 679 
asking for re-consideration. 680 
 681 
Commissioner Moreno asked, so, the entire length of that wooden fence is up against the 682 
street? Correct? 683 
 684 
Ms. Garcia said, yes, and as I said, it is just a portion of our front property line, which is, our 685 
property is funnel shaped, so the front, because we are on a, the front of our property is much 686 
wider than the back. So, yes, it’s about the fence that is along the front property line, but it’s 687 
only a small portion of the front property line. 688 
 689 
Commissioner Moreno asked, so the portion that remains, what is there? 690 
 691 
Ms. Garcia said our driveway, our front yard, our driveway into our garage, front yard which 692 
we have a garden, the house. Those are open to access from the street. 693 
 694 
Commissioner Moreno asked, so, if I was responding to a fire on your property, and I was a 695 
fire chief, hypothetically, can I see your front door from the street or your front yard? 696 
 697 
Ms. Garcia said, yes, you could drive right up and see the whole front of my house from the 698 
street. 699 
 700 
Chairperson Duran stated, there are some pictures in the packet, so you can see. 701 
 702 
Ms. Garcia said the fence is only enclosing an area which was previously, was basically 703 
unusable, just gravel, parking, and what we have in there is a boat and a small trailer. That’s 704 
all that is in that area. We were just trying to make it more usable because the front part of 705 
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our yard is very, very side and basically that part was just sitting there, graveled, open to the 706 
street, so we thought we would make our yard bigger. More usable, but the house is totally 707 
accessible by fire, ambulance, whatever. 708 
 709 
Chairperson Duran asked, can you tell us what the length of your front yard is? You said, the 710 
fence is 35 feet. 711 
 712 
Ms. Garcia said, I’m trying to remember. I wrote that in the original petition. If I could find, 713 
maybe if I look in the packet, although it is huge. I read through it today, but I don’t 714 
remember the exact measurement. It was, I believe over a hundred feet, but I don’t have that 715 
figure right off of the top of my head. Does anybody know what page our (inaudible)? 716 
 717 
Commissioner Eichwald said, Commissioner Duran, there is a drawing I see on page 67. 718 
 719 
Chairperson Duran said, correct. 720 
 721 
Ms. Garcia said, I did previously turn in a plat of our property that gave the measurements. 722 
I’m trying to find that in (inaudible). 723 
 724 
Chairperson Duran asked, can you look at the picture on page 67? 725 
 726 
Ms. Garcia said, on page 82, there is an aerial photograph of that property. 727 
 728 
Chairperson Duran stated we are looking at a drawing that has a 6-foot fence and then the 729 
rest is open, so there is no fencing on the rest of the street area. 730 
 731 
Ms. Garcia said, correct. Yes, that is correct. The fence is only (inaudible). The north side of 732 
our yard (inaudible). Basically, the fence is extended outward to the line. The drawing on 733 
page 132. 734 
 735 
Chairperson Duran asked if there were any questions from the Commission? 736 
 737 
Commissioner Moreno said, as you know, the ordinance is 4 feet and for me, I always have a 738 
hard time with these variances because we get them quite a bit. And so, we have to look at 739 
the details that are presented in this. We’ve seen this case a few times now. And so, for me 740 
personally is the 6-foot fence, even though you can see it from the street, in terms of your 741 
house, it’s still blocking a portion of your yard that is abutting against the street. So, that is 742 
my concern. Number two, it’s a flammable material, so just that said, I’m still concerned 743 
about the height and also the security. And also, number three, the material, in case that thing 744 
catches on fire, you know, what danger does that present to, not only your property, but also 745 
the abutters around you. That’s not a question. This is for the record to show where I stand 746 
on this situation. 747 
 748 
Ms. Garcia said, I have a comment. On that drawing at the front corner of the house, where it 749 
says fence, prior, when we purchased the house, across at the level of the front of the house, 750 
there was already a 6-foot fence. But it’s chain link and it’s grown up with, it has a vine, a 751 
grape vine on it. When we purchased the house, and that was original with the house, there 752 
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was already a fence at that level. You can’t see into the back yard in the summer time when 753 
the vine has leaves on it. So, only a small portion that can’t be seen now, but could be seen 754 
before. Just that little portion we put the fence around, which is just gravel. So, it seems like 755 
it is only hiding a very small square footage of gravel with the boat in it. Whereas  before, in 756 
the summer you couldn’t see in the back yard anyhow, and that is the way it was when we 757 
purchased the house from Jose (inaudible). 758 
 759 
Chairperson Duran stated staff is indicating that was allowed at that particular time. My 760 
question to you is, again, have you read the fencing requirements according to the ordinance? 761 
 762 
Ms. Garcia said, we have since, after we put it up. Yes, when we were alerted that it was not 763 
permissible, but we didn’t know before we put it up. And I realize that ignorance of the law 764 
is not an excuse. Btu, we just moved here and we saw lots and lots of 6 foot fences all around 765 
town. In fact, they’re on our street, so there was no indication from what we were seeing in 766 
the neighborhood that this was not allowed, so it didn’t occur to us to look in the statutes. 767 
There are lots of 6 foot fences on front property lines right here in our immediate 768 
neighborhood. 769 
 770 
Chairperson Duran said, what we are talking about is the ordinance that exists now, whether 771 
or not those fences were there prior to the ordinance, I can’t speak to that. We are speaking 772 
to the ordinance existing as of now. 773 
 774 
Ms. Garcia stated, I understand. I’m just explaining why we did what we did. It’s not an 775 
excuse. 776 
 777 
Chairperson Duran asked are there any questions from the Commission: 778 
 779 
Commissioner Montaño asked, that fence that was up and had the vines on it, did you 780 
remove the fence and put up a whole new fence? 781 
 782 
Ms. Garcia said, no, it’s still there. 783 
 784 
Commissioner Montaño said, so, it still exists. 785 
 786 
Chairperson Duran asked if there are any other questions from the Commission. Any public 787 
comment on this item? Seeing none here in person. Anything in the chat box? No one in the 788 
chat box? 789 
 790 
Commissioner Quintana stated, in as much as this fence is in violation of the Town of 791 
Bernalillo Zoning Ordinance Number 310, Section 22, he motioned that VAR20-010 be 792 
denied based on findings and the Bernalillo Zoning ordinance. 793 
 794 
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Montaño.  795 
 796 
Ms. Shumsky said, I don’t usually do this, but the reason this was remanded was the 797 
Planning Commission did not adopt any findings of fact for the previous decision, so you 798 
really need to adopt findings of fact, and there are findings and facts prepared for you in the 799 
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packet on page 56 if you want to peruse those. 800 
 801 
Chairperson Duran said, so ask Commissioner Quintana. 802 
 803 
Ms. Shumsky asked, if Mr. Quintana is interested in modifying his motion. 804 
 805 
Commissioner Quintana said, the fact that this 6-foot fence is already been constructed, that 806 
is in violation of the Town of Bernalillo Zoning Ordinance is not findings. 807 
 808 
Ms. Shumsky said, that is findings and facts. We can include that. Are there any other you 809 
would like to include, like the legal description of the property? 810 
 811 
Commissioner Quintana said, yes, I would. The variance, VAR20-010, located at 543 812 
Avenida Encantada, legally described as Casa Encantada Subdivision, Block 1, Lot 21, 813 
located in Township 13 North, Range 4 East, Section 31, New Mexico Principal Meridian, 814 
Town of Bernalillo, Sandoval County, New Mexico, zoned R-1 and containing 815 
approximately 0.280 acres, be denied, due to the fact that it is in violation of the Town of 816 
Bernalillo Zoning Ordinance Number 310, Section 22. 817 
 818 
Chairperson Duran said, I have a motion on the table from Commissioner Quintana. Do I still 819 
have a second from Commissioner Montaño? 820 
 821 
Commissioner Montaño said, yes. 822 
 823 
Chairperson Duran said, the motion on the table is to deny. May I have a roll call vote? 824 
 825 
Roll Call Vote:  826 
Chairperson Duran - yes 827 
Commissioner Moreno - yes 828 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 829 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 830 
Commissioner Eichwald - yes 831 
Commissioner Montaño - yes 832 
 833 
Motion Carried – Item Is Denied 834 
 835 
Chairperson Duran said, Mr. and Mrs. Garcia, you may appeal our decision to the Town 836 
Council. 837 
 838 
Ms. Garcia asked, can I inquire when that statue was imposed? 839 
 840 
Chairperson Duran asked are you talking about the ordinances? 841 
 842 
Ms. Garcia said, yes. 843 
 844 
Chairperson Duran said, the last adoption was January 27, 2020. They do have a copy 845 
available if you would like a copy of that at the Planning & Zoning office here. 846 
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 847 
 848 
ITEM 6D - VAR21-010: A variance from the off-street parking requirements at 247 US 849 
Hwy 550, legally described as Land Division of Valle Grande Center, Tracts 3A and 3C, 850 
located in Township 13 North, Range 4 East, Sections 31 and 32, N.M.P.M., Zoned C-1 and 851 
containing approximately 1.1864 acres. (Deferred from 11/2/21). 852 
 853 
Mr. Rick Bennett, RBA Architects, agent for the project and Mr. Eddie Quispe, property 854 
owner, were present. 855 
 856 
Mr. Bennett said, Mr. Quispe bought this property; at the time, he bought the property, 1.5 857 
parking spaces per unit was allowed. In the interim, between the time when he tried to 858 
develop it, at this point it was then made 3 parking spaces per unit and so what we are 859 
requesting is a variance to that. In so doing, we did some research of all the surrounding 860 
towns. 3 is excessive, certainly more than the towns we looked at. Rio Rancho, Santa Fe, 861 
Albuquerque, and Los Lunas. I guess what we felt was that this property is the perfect 862 
example of what zoning I going to today. It’s a chance to do live/work. Normally, when we 863 
design a live/work thing, we start off by putting housing there and hoping that businesses 864 
will come, but in this case, historically, businesses are there. Now we are bringing people to 865 
live there. People that basically can do less traveling in their cars. With the Rail Runner 866 
station not far, with the extensive improvements to the highway, including sidewalks, bike 867 
trails, and so on. We felt this was a great use for that. Also, the property is three lots. Mr. 868 
Quispe owns all three. The middle one is a laundromat. Out in front, the piece of property 869 
which is not his, is a bank. To the west of that, there was a fast-food restaurant, and will 870 
probably be another one coming soon. To me, it’s a nice infill project that really does mix the 871 
use without changing the dynamics of the area. Our design meets all the height requirements, 872 
set-back requirements, usable open space requirements, and the parking requirements of 1.5 873 
per unit, plus we had 2 extra spaces on each property. When this property is developed, it 874 
will be a recorded reciprocal cross access easement for the three lots. That way of parking is 875 
full, they can go to another, and so on. The parking requirements of each property, though 876 
stand alone. So, if that one property were to be sold off, it can park itself. It doesn’t depend 877 
on reciprocal parking in order to meet the code for that property. The staff report, basically, 878 
was asked to look at that code which brought in the 3 parking spaces per unit. I did not to get 879 
see it. I apologize. 880 
 881 
Ms. Shumsky said, on the second page is the summary of the analysis. 882 
 883 
Mr. Bennett asked the summary of request? 884 
 885 
Ms. Shumsky said, my analysis summary of what I was asked by the Commission to prepare. 886 
It is an analysis of the surrounding area. 887 
 888 
Mr. Bennett said, 1.5 Los Lunas, 1.5 Moriarty, and so on. Santa Fe does it different. They do 889 
it based on square footage. It could be 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, depending on how big the units are. 890 
Some places do it based on bedrooms or bathrooms and so on. We basically felt like the 891 
original Bernalillo code of 1.5, when my client bought the property, probably worked, 892 
especially in an area, where you have an opportunity to use the transportation system, and, or 893 
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to walk. You can walk to Walgreen’s, for example. With that said, I would like to propose 894 
that the variance of 1.5 spaces be allowed to happen. Number one, because in the past, it was 895 
the code in Bernalillo. I’m not sure that this code necessarily changes that. You can see that 896 
studios and one bedrooms in Rio Rancho are 1.5, two bedrooms are 1.75. The thing that Rio 897 
Rancho does different, is guest parking. I’d like this property to be looked at, as itself, 898 
because Mr. Quispe owns the laundromat and the laundromat closes at night. All that parking 899 
is available as well, for guests, and then on weekends, and so on. So, I guess, it’s two 900 
properties that are being developed. But he third one impacts it, because that is our access 901 
from the highway, but it also gives us reciprocal access parking. We’ve talked to refuse and 902 
fire. We’ve meet all the requirements. We don’t have a dead end of more than 150 feet. We 903 
have circulation, we have circulation for the refuse. We would request that the council look, 904 
basically look at the variance as being a change that will not injure the area. It will not 905 
negatively impact, in fact it will allow, we think, a very good development to take place on 906 
an area, where we can bring people closer to work. We drive less cars; we drive less 907 
distances. This is a good example of how the infill project could work and get people living 908 
in Bernalillo, instead of commuting. There are 36 units. They are one and two bedrooms. It is 909 
a mix, we are three stories high. We look at the orchard to the south. There probably would 910 
be some mountain views from the end units.  911 
 912 
Mr. Quispe said, it is a project that I feel it would benefit the community, as far as having 913 
people moving into the area that already is commercial, near businesses, near work. And they 914 
won’t have to travel or drive as much. Not to mention, the Road Runner is less than half a 915 
mile away from where this property is located. 916 
 917 
Mr. Bennett said, that is all I have. 918 
 919 
Chairperson Duran asked, you did send a letter that states that in Building A, one bedroom 920 
units would be 9. Is that correct? 921 
 922 
Mr. Bennett said, yes. There is 21 and 15, total units. 923 
 924 
Chairperson Duran said, one bedroom, 6 of them and 15 in the other. I just wanted to make 925 
sure that is correct. Any questions form the Commission? 926 
 927 
Commissioner Quintana said, I agree with you, that 3 spaces per unit is excessive. I 928 
appreciate the table Stephanie has provided for us. However, one of the worst impacts to 929 
quality of life, in my estimation, is lack of parking. We can talk about the Rail Runner; we 930 
can talk about how we would like there be less automotive traffic, but the fact of the matter, 931 
for now and the foreseeable future, is the main mode of transportation is private automobile. 932 
Whether they are internal combustion engine powered, electric, that’s what we are going to 933 
be using. Therefore, I would ask, if you would feel that 2 spaces per unit would be 934 
excessive? 935 
 936 
Mr. Bennett said, I think a one bedroom unit, having 2 cars, probably could happen and 937 
probably does, but that is excessive for one bedroom. The research shows that one bedrooms 938 
at 1.5 allows enough, that if one household had 2 cars and this one had one, it balances out. 939 
As far as 2 cars, even Santa Fe has 1.75 for 3 bedrooms. 940 
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 941 
Commissioner Quintana asked, how about 1.5 for the one bedroom and 2 for the two 942 
bedrooms? 943 
 944 
Mr. Bennett said, I hadn’t thought of that. 945 
 946 
Mr. Quispe said, I don’t want to sound like I am negotiating the number of parking spots. It 947 
lends, for the number of apartments we have in there, with the spaces that we have for 948 
parking. If we could work out for a one bedroom, 1.5 parking and the two bedrooms, a 1.75 949 
will work for us and provide plenty space for parking. 950 
 951 
Commissioner Quintana said, I can’t speak for my fellow commissioners, but I would be 952 
amenable to that. 953 
 954 
Mr. Bennett said, the way the code is written today is a blanket statement of “X” for units, no 955 
matter what size. It is a little different to what we saw coming. I never saw that coming, but 956 
you could have two cars for one bedroom, then it should balance out. So, I think we would 957 
consider that, and if that didn’t work, what we could do is, do less two’s and more one’s and 958 
have all the parking that is needed, but to balance it out, so you could have a mix of tows and 959 
one. Right now, we are heavy on twos. That was more of a function of what fit. We could 960 
come back to you with a proposal that says that we would design 1.5 for one bedroom, and 961 
1.75 for two bedrooms, and as we do now, these would be extra space, but there would be 962 
reciprocal parking throughout the project for after hours and early morning and Sunday 963 
morning, etc. 964 
 965 
Commissioner Quintana asked, how do we proceed with that: 966 
 967 
Chairperson Duran asked, would you consider putting just, hypothetically, 5 extra spaces on 968 
each one of Building A and Building B, if you went 1.5 per unit? 969 
 970 
Mr. Bennett said, but those 5 spaces changes that ratio. If we had 10 spaces required and 5 971 
more, that’s 50 percent more. That 5 for guests has been challenged a lot in Rio Rancho. If I 972 
do a 4-plex with 4 units, it still says I need 5 guest parking spaces. If I do a hundred units, it 973 
still says I need 5 guest parking spaces. I would rather let the ratio of 1.75 pick up guests and 974 
in this case, allow the commercial parking to give us overflow parking. 975 
 976 
Chairperson Duran asked, are there questions from the Commission? Any public comment 977 
on this item? Anybody in the Chat Box? Just for staff clarification, when the parking 978 
variation went from 1.5, correct? 979 
 980 
Ms. Shumsky said, yes, the previous zoning ordinance was 1.5 spaces per apartment, 981 
regardless of how many bedrooms they had. 982 
 983 
Chairperson Duran asked, any other questions from Commissioners? Keep in mind, 984 
Commissioners, if you do a variance for this, if any further requests come up, you have to 985 
also look in that aspect, and be consistent. 986 
 987 
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Ms. Shumsky said, I will mention that we are going to be looking at zoning ordinance 988 
amendments this year. Since we’ve been working with our code for a couple of years, I’ve 989 
kept a running list of some things we need to re-visit. This will be one of the items. 990 
 991 
Chairperson Duran asked, I will ask, do I have a motion at this time? 992 
 993 
Commissioner Quintana said, I make a motion, that VAR21-010 be modified to direct that 994 
1.5 spaces for one bedroom units and 1.75 parking spaces for two bedroom units, for 247 US 995 
Hwy 550, legally described as Land Division of Valle Grande Center, Tracts 3A and 3C, 996 
located in Township 13 North, Range 4 East, Sections 31 and 32, N.M.P.M., Town of 997 
Bernalillo, Zoned C-1, be approved. Subject to the following conditions: 998 
Conditions: 999 
1. That future developments on the site shall comply with all applicable Town, State and 1000 
Federal requirements.  1001 
 1002 
The motion was seconded by Chairperson Duran. 1003 
 1004 
Roll Call Vote:  1005 
Chairperson Duran - yes 1006 
Commissioner Moreno - no 1007 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 1008 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 1009 
Commissioner Eichwald - no 1010 
Commissioner Montaño - no 1011 
 1012 
Motion Was Tied – Item Is Denied 1013 
 1014 
Chairperson Duran stated, Mr. Bennett, the item is denied at this point. You may appeal our 1015 
decision to the Town Council. 1016 
 1017 
Mr. Quispe asked, if we want to proceed with this project, we have to follow the current 1018 
ordinances, which is 3 spaces per apartment, regardless of the size? 1019 
 1020 
Chairperson Duran said, correct. 1021 
 1022 
Commissioner Quintana said, I amended their original request, and that was turned down.  1023 
 1024 
Ms. Shumsky said, you didn’t amend their request. You can’t amend their request. You made 1025 
a motion based on conditions that they are only allowed to do these types of parking spaces.  1026 
 1027 
Chairperson Duran said, 1.5 for one bedroom and 1.75 for two bedrooms. 1028 
 1029 
Commissioner Quintana asked, so that failed then? 1030 
 1031 
Ms. Shumsky said, the motion was denied. The motion didn’t fail, it was denied at this time. 1032 
 1033 
Commissioner Quintana stated, so, it’s denied. Does that mean Mr. Quispe and Mr. Bennett 1034 
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are going to have to comply with the original 3 spaces per apartment, or can they resubmit in 1035 
the original variant form which is asking for 1.5 spaces for the entire project? 1036 
 1037 
Ms. Shumsky said, they have three options. Number one is to appeal the decision, the second 1038 
is to proceed with the requirement per code, the third option is to make a new request for a 1039 
different number of spaces, and then you would consider that at a later meeting. 1040 
 1041 
Commissioner Quintana asked, can they come back with their original 1.5? 1042 
 1043 
Chairperson Duran said, they could, but what purpose would that do? 1044 
 1045 
Commissioner Quintana asked, may I ask my fellow Commissioners, so the no votes, did 1046 
you vote no because you felt that they should comply with the 3 spaces per unit? 1047 
 1048 
Commissioner Moreno said, yes. 1049 
 1050 
Mr. Quispe asked, may I ask if that is the case with the rest of the Commissioners as far as 1051 
the 3 spaces per apartment? 1052 
 1053 
Chairperson Duran said, the Commissioners that voted no, were not in agreement with the 1054 
1.5 and the 1.75. 1055 
 1056 
Mr. Bennett asked, would they be amenable to 1.5 and 2? 1057 
 1058 
Chairperson Duran said, that would be a whole different situation. That’s not what the 1059 
motion was. So, the item has been denied at this point. Stephanie said you could come back 1060 
with several things. You could come back with a variance with different amounts. 1061 
 1062 
Mr. Quispe asked, were they open (inaudible)? Mr. Moreno denied it because he wanted the 1063 
3 spaces. If we come back with, like Mr. Bennett said, 1.5 and 2, the rest will deny it also 1064 
because everybody wants 3. 1065 
 1066 
Chairperson Duran said, I cannot speak to the other Commissioner’s vote. 1067 
 1068 
Commissioner Moreno said, even with my own, that decision with the 3, isn’t viewed alone. 1069 
It is with other factors involved as well. I can’t speak to Commissioner Eichwald. 1070 
 1071 
Commissioner Eichwald said, I couldn’t hear the dialog. 1072 
 1073 
Chairperson Duran repeated what Commissioner Moreno and the applicants said. 1074 
 1075 
Chairperson Duran said, we are waiting for a response from Commissioner Montaño and 1076 
you, Commissioner Eichwald. 1077 
 1078 
Mr. Shumsky stated, I would caution the Commissioners from responding to that type of 1079 
question. You really need to look at all the factors in front of you and that are presented by 1080 
the applicant at the time to make an informed decision. You don’t want to mislead someone 1081 
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and then change your mind, because the facts of the matter are different in a month or two. 1082 
 1083 
Commissioner Moreno said, that was my point, even with the 3, that doesn’t guarantee that 1084 
next meeting, he has to see us. That is why I voted no this time. 1085 
 1086 
Ms. Shumsky said, and everyone has to take it on its own merits. Even one now, one later. 1087 
All different facts of the matter. 1088 
 1089 
Chairperson Duran said, their question is, they can appeal to the Town Council, but they 1090 
could come back with a different variance. And that is what you are asking? 1091 
 1092 
Mr. Quispe asked, is there anything else we can do to improve this project, any other 1093 
concerns, beside the parking lot? That question is probably for Mr. Moreno. 1094 
 1095 
Chairperson Duran said, that is really all that was on the request, for the parking variance. 1096 
 1097 
Mr. Bennett asked, Stephanie, could we withdraw at this point and say that we request a 1098 
deferral to come back? 1099 
 1100 
Ms. Shumsky said no, because they’ve already made a decision. 1101 
 1102 
Mr. Bennett said, but they didn’t vote on 1.5 space per unit, they voted on an amendment to 1103 
that. This project is a good project. 36 rental units in the Town, but 3 parking spaces is 1104 
excessive to the point where the project any not happen. And that’s not an idle threat. 1105 
 1106 
Chairperson Duran said, we understand what you are saying, but the vote was for 1.5 and 1107 
1.75, and that is what was denied. 1108 
 1109 
Mr. Bennett asked if the next step was an appeal? 1110 
 1111 
Chairperson Duran stated, that is one of your avenues. 1112 
 1113 
Mr. Quispe said we can submit another application for the 1.5 and 2 parking spaces. 1114 
 1115 
Mr. Bennett said we can do that. 1116 
 1117 
Chairperson Duran stated that’s what we are saying, you have options. 1118 
 1119 
 1120 
ITEM 6E - VAR21-012: A variance from the off-street parking requirements at Venada 1121 
Plaza Subdivision, Lot 5B, located in Township 13 North, Range 3 East, Section 36. 1122 
N.M.P.M., zoned S-U for shopping center with Master Plan and containing approximately 1123 
7.06 acres. (Deferred from 11/2/21) 1124 
 1125 
Angela Williamson, Modulus Architects & Planners, agent for D&G Price Limited 1126 
Partnership. 1127 
 1128 
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Ms. Williamson stated before I get started tonight, I am going to ask that you listen to my 1129 
presentation with a clear mind and a clear eye for my project, which is vastly different from 1130 
the project you just heard. 36 units is vastly different than the project I am proposing. So, I 1131 
want to ask that you listen to my presentation and ask me questions that you would like to 1132 
ask before you vote. Towns today have essentially built our cities for cars, and made housing 1133 
for humans, incidental. And I want to talk about the math for a moment. This may help in 1134 
weighing your decision. By code, 1 parking space is 180 square feet. So, if the Town of 1135 
Bernalillo wants 3 spaces per unit, when you include half of the drive aisle behind the 1136 
parking space required for reversing, it’s 288 square feet per one parking space. That means 1137 
for every 3 parking spaces per unit, you are requiring 864 square feet of parking. Given that 1138 
the average one bedroom unit, it is 750 square feet, the parking requirement that the Town 1139 
has imposed, is more than the size of the apartment itself. As for a two-bedroom unit, which 1140 
averages 971 square feet, the median parking required for an apartment unit, is more than 1141 
half the size of the apartment itself. I didn’t even realize how relevant that was until I heard 1142 
the previous case about sketch plat, where their homes were in the $400,000 to $700,000, 1143 
have two garages. So, what the Town is imposing is you want more parking for a one 1144 
bedroom apartment, than you do for one of these luxury homes that cost $600,000. So again, 1145 
we are talking 864 square feet to house one apartment, then 750 square feet. I submitted a 1146 
great deal of information with links. Way more than I could have printed, it was almost like a 1147 
book. Hopefully, you had a chance to go through it.  1148 
 1149 
Ms. Williamson continued, cities and municipalities across the country, for reasons of 1150 
sustainability, livability, social equity, and a monumental body of research shows that current 1151 
parking requirements promote development and patterns that increase traffic congestion. 1152 
Contribute to air pollution, raise housing costs, prevent walkability, and penalize those that 1153 
don’t have two or three automobiles. If you think about the location of my proposed project 1154 
on Sheriff’s Posse Road, you are imposing the exact same problem that you are discussing 1155 
with some of these others. Under the current ordinances, a multi-family housing 1156 
development, with plus or minus 150 units, which is the size of my project, would require 1157 
more parking spaces than a super-sized Walmart. That’s more than a big box Walmart, 1158 
would require by code. An extensive amount of research has been done by the leading 1159 
industry experts, which has demonstrated over and over, that reducing the amount of parking 1160 
requirement can greatly improve the quality of our town’s landscape. From an environmental 1161 
standpoint, lower automobile use per capita, helps reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 1162 
pollutions from cars. It decreases the amount of the built infrastructure, like parking can 1163 
reduce the heat island effect, which is making our cities hotter than the surrounding areas, 1164 
because of the infrastructure that it retains. It’s hard to follow the previous case, but for my 1165 
particular case, the accumulation of the 3 spaces per unit, when you are talking about a 1166 
project of this caliber, you are going to end up with a Walmart sized parking lot in an area 1167 
that is so beautiful, when we are trying to build some affordable housing. In this particular 1168 
case, I am asking for the variance to be approved. 1169 
 1170 
Chairperson Duran opened it up to questions from the Commission.  1171 
 1172 
Chairperson Duran asked, can you go a little bit into more detail of what the area is going to 1173 
include? It’s not just apartments, there is something else in that area? 1174 
 1175 
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Ms. Williamson said, the project we are talking about is off the Venada Plaza parcel. It is 7 1176 
acres. We are not completely done with our design, because it’s greatly going to be decided 1177 
by the amount of parking required, but instead of the 458 parking spaces, we are proposing 1178 
trails, parks, amenity spaces, outdoor barbeque area. That reduction in parking, you are not 1179 
getting more units, you are getting more green space. It’s a huge trade off that is a 100 1180 
percent benefit to the community when you are talking about a project of this size. We’re not 1181 
talking about 10 spaces extra, we’re talking about hundreds and hundreds of parking spaces. 1182 
 1183 
Chairperson Duran asked, it is going to be 150 units? 1184 
 1185 
Ms. Williamson said, that’s all going to depend. We are looking at 158 units right now. 1186 
 1187 
Commission Quintana said, I was reviewing your page at lengths. I went through some of 1188 
those. Specifically, the Bloomberg news story that people were parking (inaudible) standard 1189 
of parking. I agree with some of the stories, and with what you said, in some instances, 1190 
particularly, the heat island, and those kinds of things. I think those are valid points. 1191 
However, I don’t think that a lot of those instances portraying those articles are necessarily 1192 
true. And as I said, to Mr. Bennett, I do feel that 3 spaces per unit is excessive. And speaking 1193 
for myself, I’m sure not all of my fellow Commissioners agree with me. Seeing this reminds 1194 
me of what former Governor Lew Wallace said, “All calculations based on experiences 1195 
elsewhere, fail in New Mexico”. Bernalillo in particular, and New Mexico in general are 1196 
very car centered culture. I don’t feel that 1.5 is enough. I think 1.75 to 2 in a sweet spot 1197 
where we should be on this, I don’t know if my fellow Commissioners would agree. I don’t 1198 
know how to proceed. The standard is 3 in Bernalillo and I don’t know what we can do about 1199 
that. 1200 
 1201 
Ms. Williamson said, I think that is why I started with just the math. If you are not in our 1202 
business of architecture and engineering, you don’t know what the size of a parking space is 1203 
and what the numerical amount of what you are asking for equals to. And that is why I 1204 
started with, for every one space you ask for, you are asking or 288 square feet of dedicated 1205 
space. So, when you are talking about 3 parking spaces per apartment, even a one bedroom 1206 
or a studio, you are talking about more square footage dedicated for parking than you are for 1207 
human living space. And that is why I started, off with this. And when you multiply that 1208 
times hundreds. It seems a little bit unfair, but when you are talking about a one bedroom 1209 
apartment requiring more parking than these luxury, living estates on one and a half acres. 1210 
But that is what the Town is asking for. And so, I thought by talking about the numerical, 1211 
maybe taking the focus away from my project specifically, and talking the standard. And 1212 
Stephanie, you can confirm that my numbers are accurate. There is a standard size parking 1213 
spaces, by code, so that 288 square feet per space is not a made-up number or a Town 1214 
number. That’s a standard for a parking space. That is why I started with that, instead of the 1215 
number of spaces, I know you are concerned about the lack of parking, but when you think 1216 
about 864 square feet of parking, which exceeds the whole square footage of living space. 1217 
That is what I wanted to present to the Commission for a different consideration for my 1218 
project. When you think about that and the whole terms of my project in its entirety. 1219 
 1220 
Commission Quintana asked, what was your breakdown on the one and two bedroom units? 1221 
 1222 
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Ms. Williams said, we haven’t done a break down yet. We’re not proposing anything larger 1223 
that a two bedroom. That is going to depend on the parking that is approved or denied, how 1224 
we proceed. We’re amenable to some other number. We came up with 1.5 because that was 1225 
what was typical around us in other communities. We were trying to find something to 1226 
compare it to. I wanted to point out my project currently, with only 150 units, that would 1227 
require more space than super-sized Walmart. And I don’t think anyone wants to see that 1228 
type of a parking field in the Town of Bernalillo. That is what would currently be required. 1229 
 1230 
Commissioner Moreno asked, in terms of public safety, is there anything you can point to, 1231 
where reducing the amount of cars, and in terms of putting cars in there and parking. I live in 1232 
an area where it’s like that in my neighborhood. There are cars weaving in and out because 1233 
they are parked on the street. It can get crazy. In terms of public safety, what kind of threat or 1234 
risks does that pose when there are so many, where the density is so thick there. In terms of 1235 
fire trucks being able to get in. Can you point to anything like that? 1236 
 1237 
Ms. Williamson said we’ve done a conceptual plan of how this would layout and like the 1238 
previous cases, we are designing the roads, with the turn-around required for fire trucks or 1239 
for emergency personnel. This would all meet the standards. In our particular case, because 1240 
of where our site is, the topography, we have the opportunity to do some really amazing 1241 
green amenity space in addition to the parking and so we are not asking for this variance to 1242 
add more units. I don’t know if you remember when I was here before on a different type of 1243 
project. The lower half of my project had some well issues. We are going to be using that all 1244 
for a park, green space and walking trails, so the reduction in parking is not to cram more 1245 
units in there, it is to use the space in a better manner for the residents. And the project we 1246 
are proposing is completely gated. You have to come in and park. There is no off-street 1247 
parking. It is not going onto Sheriff’s Posse Road. It’s completely gated community, where 1248 
there is one way in and a full loop, and one way out. It’s a full loop and one way out. So, 1249 
there is no overspill parking or anything like that is going to happen on Venada Plaza road or 1250 
Sheriff’s Posse Road, because all the parking is going to be within this development. 1251 
 1252 
Chairperson Duran asked, are there any other questions from the Commission? This time I 1253 
will open it up to public comment. Any public comment on this item? Anybody on chat?  1254 
 1255 
Ms. Shumsky said, I have a little bit more information to answer Commissioner Moreno’s 1256 
question. The Town does have standards for drive isle widths, 24 feet is the standard and 1257 
then we always require an 80 to 100 feet diameter cul-de-sac or hammer head so they can 1258 
back in and back out or turn around completely, so whenever we review commercial 1259 
development, that is the standard. 1260 
 1261 
Chairperson Duran said hearing no questions from the Commission, do I have a motion? 1262 
 1263 
Commissioner Quintana said, in the interest of transparency and fairness, I would like to 1264 
propose an amendment to VAR21-012, Ms. Williams’ project, that could be the same 1265 
standards I proposed for Mr. Bennett’s project, that VAR21-012 is modified to require 1.5 1266 
parking space per one bedroom unit and 1.75 parking spaces for a two-bedroom unit, at the 1267 
Venada Plaza Subdivision, Lot 5B, located in Township 13 North, Range 3 East, Section 36. 1268 
N.M.P.M., Town of Bernalillo, Sandoval County, New Mexico, to the following condition: 1269 
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Condition: 1270 
1. that future developments on the site shall comply with all applicable Town, State and Federal 1271 
requirements.  1272 
 1273 
Chairperson Duran said I have a motion by Commissioner Quintana. Do I have a second? 1274 
 1275 
The motion was seconded by Chairperson Duran. 1276 
 1277 
Roll Call Vote:  1278 
Chairperson Duran - yes 1279 
Commissioner Moreno - no 1280 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 1281 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 1282 
Commissioner Eichwald - yes 1283 
Commissioner Montaño - no 1284 
 1285 
Motion Carried – Item Is Approved 1286 
  1287 
ITEM 7. COMMISSION BUSINESS 1288 

1. COMMISSION BUSINESS & UPDATES 1289 
 1290 
ITEM 8. ADJOURN 1291 
There being no further business, Commissioner Eichwald made the motion to adjourn the meeting at 1292 
9:04 P.M. The motion was seconded Commissioner Lepore and it carried unanimously. 1293 
 1294 
Roll Call Vote:  1295 
Chairperson Duran - yes 1296 
Commissioner Moreno - yes 1297 
Commissioner Quintana - yes 1298 
Commissioner Lepore - yes 1299 
Commissioner Eichwald - yes 1300 
Commissioner Montaño - yes 1301 
 1302 
Motion Carried – Meeting Adjourned 1303 


